Abstract-Cascading failures play an important role in creation of blackout. These events consist of lines and generators outages. Online values of voltage, current, angle, and frequency are changing during the cascading events. The percent of blackout can be estimated during the disturbance by neural network. Proper indices must be defined for this purpose. These indices can be co mputed by online measurement fro m WAMs. In this paper, voltage, load, lines, and generators indices are defined for estimating the percent of blackout during the d isturbance. These indices are used as the inputs of neural networks. A new co mbinational structure of neural network is used for this purpose. Proposed method is implemented on 39-bus New-England test system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cascading failures are the most important reason of blackout. These failures can start by a single outage or short-circuit. Lines and generators are exited after init ial fault. Cascading outages of lines and generators may happen in long-term or short-term duration. Estimation of blackout percent is useful for performing suitable remedial act ions like islanding for decreasing blackout. Different intelligent technique like decision tree [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , and neural network [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] can be used for this purpose. First, proper indices must be defined for estimating the situation of power system during the disturbance. These indices show the probability of lines and generators outage during the disturbance. Different vulnerability indices are presented in the literatures [13] [14] [15] [16] . Po wer [17] , stability [18] , and Vo ltage [19] indices are defined in papers.
In [19] , voltage stability index is defined by using the differential equations of power system. This index shows the probability of voltage collapse against the cascading failures. Voltage index is computed by using the network model. Therefore, it cannot be used for online estimat ion of blackout.
In [20] , graph model of network is used for vulnerability assessment against the cascading failures. Vu lnerability indices are defined by using the number of connected nodes and the distance of different nodes.
These indices just show the connectivity of power system and not suitable for online calculations.
In [21] , so me ind ices are defined for estimating the vulnerability of power system against the cascading failures. Also, remedial actions are defined fo r decreasing the risk of cascading failures. These indices are co mputed by offline calcu lation. Therefore, these cannot be used for online assessment of power system.
In [22] , power system losing is used for vulnerability assessment. A losing index is defined for this purpose. This index includes of the losing power before and after clearing fault. Th is index is computed by ANN. For this, different values of index are trained to ANN. Th is index just considers power system losing.
In [23] , Decision tree is used to predict the loss of synchronism for any critical contingency. Also, DT is used for designing a controlled islanding scheme. Instability prediction is performed after the init iating fault. Then, the islanding strategy is armed for preventing cascading outages. This method is demonstrated on the Entergy system, wh ich have 2100 buses, and 240 generators.
Ref [24] presents a new approach for identifying cascading failure as soon as the initiating. Also, controlled Islanding and Load Shedding are performed to prevent Cascading Outages. This method determines the island boundaries and the amounts of load shedding. According to the simulat ion results, cascading outages can be prevented by the controlled islanding.
In [25] , decentralized load shedding and islanding scheme is presented for mit igating cascading events. The load shedding scheme allo w to shed low-priority load for mitigation the disturbance. The proposed scheme is demonstrated on the IEEE 118-bus, 19-generator test system. The effectiveness of proposed method is verified for different cascading failures.
In [26] , a new islanding scheme is presented for preventing cascading events. This scheme consists of a criteria based approach for determin ing the proper time for controlled islanding. A lso, a load/generation shedding approach is presented for mit igating blackout. The proposed method is tested by the blackout of June 20, 1998 in the BPDB grid system.
In [27] , a new unified synchrophasor-based controlled islanding scheme is presented for preventing blackout created by cascading events. For this purpose, a separation risk index is presented to determine the proper In this paper, different indices are presented for monitoring the situation of power system during the disturbance. These indices are computed by online measurement fro m WAMs. Online measurements consist of voltage of buses, current of lines, angle and frequency of generators. The vulnerability indices are defined by these values. These indices show the potential of b lackout during cascading failu res and can be used for estimat ing the percent of blackout. Vo ltage, load, lines, and generators indices are defined in this paper for this purpose. Lines and generators indices show the probability of lines and generators outages during the cascading failures and can be used for estimat ing the percent of blackout. A co mb inational structure of neural network is used for this purpose. The size of blackout is divided into two parts. Part 1 and 2 are g reater than 10% and 50%, respectively. Two neural networks are used for this purpose. Each neural network is used for estimating a specified range of blackout percent. Vulnerab ility indices are used as the inputs of neural networks. Simu lation of cascading failures is performed on 39-bus New-England test system. The summary of paper's content is as follows. In section II, The proposed blackout estimator is declared. The comb inational structure of neural network is explained in this section. Also, the vulnerability indices of power system that consist of voltage, load, lines and generators indices are defined in this section. Simulat ion results on 39-bus New England test system is declared in section III. Two b lackout scenarios are presented in this section for showing the ability of neural network b lackout estimator. The conclusion is declared in section IV.
II. THE PROPOSED BLACKOUT ESTIMATOR
The proposed method is based on the estimation of blackout by neural networks using vulnerability induces. The structu re o f the p roposed scheme fo r estimat ing b lackout is sh o wn in Fig . 1 . The p ro posed s cheme cons ists o f t wo b lackou t est imato r n eu ral net wo rks (BENN). The t wo stages estimator scheme can pred ict different ranges of b lackout size. BENN1 and BENN2 estimate the blackout size in term of percentage for 10% and 50%, respectively. The input of BENNs consists of vuln erab ility ind ices o f po wer system. Vu ln erab ility ind ices cons ist of vo ltage, lo ad, lines, and generato rs in d ices . Vo lt ag e in d ex sh o ws th e average vo lt ag e deviations in power system. Load index calcu lates the percent o f blackout during the d isturbance. Lines and generators indices show the probability of lines and generators outages due to the action of protecting relays. Two consecutive time values of indices are adopted as the input vector of the neural networks as shown in equation (1). It is because; two consecutive values of indices can be used as a sign to show the system potential for mov ing toward blackout.
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VI is voltage index, LD is load index, LI is lines index, GI is generators index, and T  is the time interval between consecutive values of indices.
The outputs of neural networks are defined as 0 or 1. When the output becomes 1, show that the predicted percentage of blackout is greater than the threshold of neural networks which are defined as 10% and 50%. Proper define of vulnerability indices is very crit ical in this approach. In this paper, different indices are defined as follows.
A. Voltage index
Vo ltage deviations may lead to the act ion of protecting relays and voltage collapse. Vo ltage index is defined for computing the average voltage deviations in power system as below:
V is the voltage amplitude of bus i.
Bus
N is the number of buses.
B. Load index
Load shedding due to under frequency/voltage problems and uncontrolled islanding may lead to blackout. Load index shows the percent of blackout in power system: 
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C. Lines Index
Lines index shows the probability of lines outage during the disturbance. Lines outages paly an important role in cascading failures. Lines are usually protected by distance relays. If the seen impedance by distance relays enters to the operational area of relay, the line will be separated fro m the system. Three zones of distance relays are shown in Fig. 2 .
Zone 3 is the b iggest zone of distance relay. For this, power swings may enter to this zone and lead to the action of distance relay. Also, overloading may be detected as fault by relay. Lines index is defined for showing the probability of acting distance relay s by considering the apparent power of each line: 
D. Generators Index
Generators index shows the probability of generators outage during the disturbance. Generators tripping are usually performed for two reasons: 1) Instability 2) Under/over frequency limits. Instability happens by increasing the differences between generators' angles. When the differences between each generator and infinite-bus become greater than 180 degree, the generator becomes unstable [28] . The maximu m permitted range of frequency deviations is 2.5 hz in 50hz system. The larger values of frequency deviations are harmful fo r generators. For this, if the deviat ions of generators' speed become greater than maximu m permitted value, the generator is separated by under/over frequency relays.
Generators index is defined for showing the probability of generators tripping in power system. Th is index considers both instability and frequency problems of generators and computed as: 
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
The proposed method is imp lemented on 39-bus NewEngland test system shown in Fig. 3 . Distance relays of all lines, out-of-step and under/over frequency relays of all generators, and under frequency/voltage load shedding relays are modeled on test system by Power Factory® (Digsilent) software. System data is fro m [29] [30] [31] 
A. Training BENN
In order to provide training data, n ine load levels (5764, 5955, 6143, 6335, 6524, 6716, 6905, 7250 and 7595 MW) are considered. Short-circuit as single contingency on all 34 lines are considered as in itial fault. By evaluating 81 samples of indices for each disturbance scenario, totally 24786 )24786 9 34 81    ) indices using Digsilent programming language (DPL) are provided fro m wh ich 22032 and 2754 samples are used for training and testing BENNs respectively.
BENNs are trained by using SPSS® Modeler software [32] . The accuracy of BENNs is validated by test samples as shown in Table 1 
B. Test Scenario A
In order to demonstrate the detailed performance of the proposed BENNs, a crit ical scenario including load level 6524 MW with a three-phase fault on line 22-21 as init ial event is invest igat ed . Fo r th is scen ario, the chain of cas cad in g out ages created b y p ro tect ive relays is presented in Table 3 . The sequence of cascading failures starts by an initial short-circuit on line 22-21 at 1 sec. Line 22-21 is opened by distance relay at 1.088552 sec. Figs. 4-7 , respectively. As it can be seen in Figs. 4-7 , the apparent impedance of lines enter to the zone characteristic of d istance relays and lead to the separation of lines. Generators tripping are performed by protective relays due to under/over frequency and instability problems. Finally the network is separated into two islands as shown in Fig. 8 . The variation of voltage, load, lines, and generators indices during the cascading failure are shown in Fig. 9 . Outputs of BENNs are shown in Fig. 10 . This scenario has led to 5110 MW (78.33%) b lackout. As shown in Fig. 10 , the outputs of BENN1 and BENN2 are activated to 1 at 2 sec. and 2.2 sec, respectively. Therefore, the severity of blackout is correctly estimated among 50% to 100% by the proposed blackout estimator neural networks. 
C. Test Scenario B
In order to demonstrate the detailed performance of the proposed BENNs, another scenario including load level 5955 MW with a three -phase fault on line 19-16 as init ial event is invest igat ed . Fo r th is scen ario, the chain of cas cad in g out ages created b y p ro tect ive relays is presented in Table 4 . The sequence of cascading events starts by an initial short-circuit on line 19-16 at 1 sec. Line 19-16 is opened by distance relay at 1.088548 sec. Th en , th e ot her lin es are o pen ed by ent erin g th e impedance trajectory into the third zone of d istance relays. As it can be seen the sequence of cascading failure for this scenario consists of 14 events following the in itial event. Impedance trajectory of distance relays of lines 19-16, 22-21, 21-16 and 16-15 which are tripped due to relay activation are shown in Figs. 11-14 , respectively. As it can be seen in Figs. 11-14 , the apparent impedance of lines enter to the zone characteristic of distance relays and lead to the separation of lines. Tripping of generators 4, 5, and 6 are performed by protect ive relays due to under/over frequency and instability p roblems . Finally the network is separated into three islands as shown in Fig . 15 . Th e variat io n o f vo ltage, lo ad , lin es , an d generators indices during the cascading failure are shown in Fig. 16 . Outputs of BENNs are shown in Fig. 17 . This scenario has led to 1620.35 MW (27.21 %) blackout. As shown in Fig. 17 , the output of BENN1 is activated to 1 at 2.3 sec and the output of BENN2 remains zero. Therefore, the severity of b lackout is correctly estimated among 10% to 50% by the proposed blackout estimator neural networks. 
